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another actually to separate the items. I
think a PayPal link is best but would be

happy with a more technical link or
whatever. Thanks for your work and keep
up the good work. Feel free to publish this
as much as you'd like and also to tell me
if this is on the mark. If you don't publish
this and you have any small doubts about
it, just let me know.Q: Creating a dynamic

Pivot table in SQL Server 2014 I have a
set of data that looks like this: What I

need to do is create a dynamic pivot table
that will create a column for a 'Project'
and then 'Allocation to project' like so: I

am trying to use a dynamic SQL to do this
so it can be used on any number of

records that are added. How can I modify
my pivot query to be able to return this

result? Thanks in advance A: You can use
the pivot operator: CREATE TABLE #Input

( MyId INT, Project VARCHAR(30),
MyObject VARCHAR(30) ) INSERT INTO

#Input (MyId, Project, MyObject) VALUES
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(1, 'Project A', 'One'), (1, 'Project A',
'Two'), (2, 'Project B', 'One'), (2, 'Project

B', 'Two'), (2, 'Project C', 'One'), (2,
'Project C', 'Two'), (3, 'Project D', 'One'),

(3, 'Project D', 'Two'), (4, 'Project E',
'One'), (4, 'Project E', 'Two') SELECT

DISTINCT MyId, [One] = MAX(CASE WHEN
MyObject = 'One c6a93da74d
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